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Abstract

The Media Capture and Streams API (“getUserMedia API”) enables plug-in free webcam support in HTML5.
This opens new ways of interacting with visualisations using open web standards. In this work, two techniques
are proposed that employ the user’s webcam for interactive product presentations on websites. The first technique
tracks the user’s face and uses its position to create the impression of a user-controlled rotation of a product by
displaying a sequence of product images for different view points. The second technique uses photographs of a
product with reflections of coloured patterns to render the user’s webcam stream as a reflection in the product
presentation. Thus, users in front of a webcam are able to see their virtual reflection in a picture of a real product
in real time. Our implementation of two prototypes shows that it is technically possible to implement these features
with HTML5 and JavaScript only.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
Dimensional Graphics and Realism—

1. Introduction

In the footsteps of HTML5, the WebRTC API (Web Real-
Time Communication) has been proposed to create plug-in
free video conferencing in web browsers. With the devel-
opment of WebRTC, the “getUserMedia API” has been de-
fined, which makes it possible to enable the user’s webcam
without the use of plug-in based technologies. This API is
currently supported by several browsers, e.g. Opera (v. 12+),
Chrome (v. 21+) and Firefox Nightly (v. 18+).

Even though the API has been developed for video chat-
ting, there are many more uses of the user’s webcam stream
on websites. This work proposes two such possibilities for
product visualisation: product rotation by head movements,
and reflections of the user in surfaces of products. Track-
ing the user’s face and displaying a series of product images
correspondingly to the position of the face can achieve the
impression of a user-controlled rotation of the product. Fur-
thermore, the webcam stream can be mapped to product pho-
tos to create the impression of interactive reflections in the
product. Our implementation of these features is based on
a simple image capturing setup. A silver watch was chosen
to illustrate the proposed techniques as it features reflect-

ing surfaces and consumers might be interested to rotate this
kind of product to view it from all sides.

2. Product Rotation

A setup using a turntable was used to capture images of
a watch from 360 degrees horizontally. Thus, the watch
will appear to rotate when displaying the images as a se-
quence. An implementation of face detection and tracking in
JavaScript [Hea13] was used to detect and track the frontal
face of the user in a webcam stream. The position of the face
is then mapped to a specific image in the sequence of the
captured images (see Figure 1 (a)–(d)).

An online user study determined the trade-off between
image quality (i.e. loading time) and angular resolution (i.e.
the necessary number of images to create the rotation),
where test subjects rated the two variables on a 7-point scale.
The intersection of the response curves was at 90 images.
Furthermore, the maximum rotation angle was determined
by averaging to be 272 degrees (e.g. 68 out of 90 images
covering 360 degrees) and the sensitivity was determined to
be 6 degrees of product rotation per 1% head movement rel-
ative to the field-of-view of the webcam.
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Figure 1: Top row: The positions of the user’s face in (a) and (c) are used to display corresponding images (b) and (d) to
achieve an impression of a user-controlled rotation. Bottom row: A gradient image (e) is reflected in a product photo (f), from
which a lookup image (g) of the mapping can be created. This lookup image can be used to map the user’s webcam stream to
the product photo (h).

3. Product Reflections

To create reflections of the user in product photos, a setup
based on work by Chuang et al. [CZH∗00] for capturing
pictures of reflections of different images is employed (uni-
formly coloured images in red, green, blue, white, and black,
and a gradient pattern (see Figure 1 (e)). The pictures are
captured through small holes in the middle of the images,
such that the reflections of the images in the product are cap-
tured (see Figure 1 (f)). By comparing the photos with the re-
flected primary colours, a reflectivity map is created, which
is used to find the pixels that show specular reflection. From
these pixels, the three colours closest to the three primary
colours are determined. The resulting three colours span a
triangle in the RGB-space, which is used to map the reflected
colours of the gradient pattern to the original colours and,
therefore, to the coordinates in the image of the gradient pat-
tern. A simple box-filter blur is applied to limit the effect of
noise and aliasing in the picture of the reflected gradient pat-
tern. The computed coordinates are then saved as a lookup
image, where the red component represents the x-coordinate
in the gradient pattern and the green component represents
the y-coordinate (see Figure 1 (g)). A new representation of
the RGB-space based on the mentioned triangle of colours
is also saved.

When rendering the product picture, a lookup in the pre-
computed image is used for each pixel to determine the coor-
dinates of the virtually reflected pixel of the webcam stream.
The pixel colour of the webcam at this position is then con-
verted to the new representation of the RGB-space to simu-
late absorption of light. Furthermore, a white balance vari-
able is multiplied such that a dark photo creates dark reflec-
tions and a bright photo creates bright reflections. The final
product of these mapped colours from the webcam stream is
added to a product picture without reflection (i.e. a photo re-

flecting a black image). Because the reflectance value from
the product is unknown, a weighting is then used between
a product picture reflecting a white background and the ex-
tracted reflection. This way, a plausible simulation of reflec-
tion in a product can be achieved (see Figure 1 (h)).

4. Results and Discussion

The two prototypical implementations of the features were
assessed in an online user study to evaluate the mediation of
enjoyment, usefulness and risk on the consumer responses
of such features for interactive product presentation. The re-
sults showed no significant difference compared to more tra-
ditional product presentations. One reason is supposedly that
not all test subjects noticed the features. Another limitation
is that most users do not trust a website to turn on their we-
bcam. To sum up, the prototypes show that it is technically
possible to implement the proposed techniques with HTML5
and JavaScript only. However, user studies indicated that
there are still many challenges with respect to the usability
of these techniques.
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